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How to use advantium 120 microwave
VIDEOClick to see full answer. In this regard, how do you unlock the Advantium 120 control panel?The control panel may be locked to prevent the oven from being accidentally started or used by children. To activate the lock-out: Press and hold the Clear/Off for about 3 seconds to lock and un-lock. When the control panel is locked, "Control is
LOCKED" will be displayed briefly any time a button or dial is pressed.Secondly, is the GE Advantium a microwave? GE's exclusive Advantium technology uses the power of light to cook your foods to their peak performance. By combining halogen bulbs, microwave energy, and True European Convection, the Advantium microwave is able to cook your
foods both quickly and evenly. Regarding this, what is GE Advantium technology? Advantium technology harnesses the power of light. The outside of the food is cooked like a conventional oven, with radiant heat produced by halogen bulbs above and below the food. Foods brown and cook evenly and fast, while retaining their natural moisture.How do
I bake Advantium 120?Press the OVEN/BAKE button. Turn the dial to set the oven temperature and press dial to start preheating. Do not place the food in the oven. (You will be prompted to enter the cook time after the oven is preheated.) Professional When using the Advantium as a convection oven, use the metal tray(s) or wire rack(s) specified for
this oven. Put food directly on the metal tray or in the appropriate dish and place on the wire oven rack when baking or warming. On models with two wire racks, both racks may be used for two level cooking. Explainer Turn the oven off, and make sure it is cool to the touch. Use a paper towel to remove drips and spatters inside the Advantium.
Remove stubborn or greasy spots with warm, soapy cloth. Rinse the soap out of the cloth, and wipe the surface a second time with plain water. Explainer How to Reset a GE Microwave Press the "Off/Clear' button to cancel anything on the display, and reset the microwave. Press the "Off/Clear' button for three seconds to turn the "Control Locked"
child lock off. Reset the cooking program if "Off/Clear" was pressed accidentally. Perform a hard reset. Reset the time of day. Explainer Speed cooking uses a combination of convection heat, microwave and other heating elements to cook food quickly and accurately. Pundit To change the time: Press the Options Button. To set the clock: Turn the
Selector Dial to set the hour. Press the dial to enter. Turn the Selector Dial to set the minute. Press the dial to enter. Turn the Selector Dial to select AM or PM. Press the dial to enter. Pundit Press and hold the CLEAR/OFF pad for 3 seconds. The display will show "LOCK" and then revert to the time of day. A small "L" may appear in the corner of the
display as a reminder that the control panel is locked. If anyone tries to use the microwave, the display will show "LOCK". Teacher To Turn the Control Lock Feature On or Off: Make sure the microwave oven and timer are off. Press and hold the CANCEL keypad for 3 seconds. Two (2) tones will sound and "LOC" or a padlock icon will be displayed
(indicating the control is LOCKED). Repeat to unlock. Again, two (2) tones will sound. Teacher LOC means the control panel is locked. Per the Use and Care Guide: 1. Check that the oven and cooktop are off. 2. Press and hold CONTROL LOCK for 3 seconds. Reviewer How Do You Remove the Child Lock on a Microwave? Plug the microwave into the
outlet. If your microwave is not already plugged into a wall outlet, you must do so in order to remove the child lock. Press the Stop button. Locate the microwave control panel, and find the button that says Stop or Clear. Lock the microwave. Reviewer How to Unlock a Kenmore Microwave Touch and hold the "Enter/Start," "Start," "Lock" or "Control
Lock" key, or key that has a padlock image, on your Kenmore microwave's control panel for about five seconds. Check that the word "Locked" has disappeared from the display. Supporter Microwave oven handles aren't always constructed with the most solid of materials, and repeated use can damage even robust ones. If you can find a replacement
handle for your model at an appliance dealer or by shopping the Web, you can readily replace it on most models, even if its screws aren't readily visible. Beginner How to Replace a Kenmore Microwave Door Handle Unplug your Kenmore microwave oven, or if it's a built-in model, turn off the circuit breaker or remove the appropriate fuse from your
home fuse box. Open your microwave door. Use a thin knife blade to remove the choke cover, starting at the top right corner of the microwave door. Beginner Advantium technology harnesses the power of light. The outside of the food is cooked like a conventional oven, with radiant heat produced by halogen bulbs above and below the food. This
halogen-produced heat receives a boost of microwave energy. Beginner Do not use coverings, containers or cooking/roasting bags made of foil, plastic, wax or paper when speedcooking. Do not cover the turntable, metal trays or any part of the oven with metal foil. This will cause arcing in the oven. Beginner Ge Steam Oven at US Appliance. Beginner
Convection creates a dry atmosphere that caramelizes the sugars faster when roasting, so foods like meats and vegetables get browner, but the interiors stay moist. It saves energy: Because food cooks faster in a convection oven, and generally at a lower temperature, it's a bit more energy efficient than a regular oven. Beginner Convection Oven: An
oven that has a fan that circulates heated air. This allows for operation at a lower temperature while cooking more quickly. It also results in a more even bake. Convection Microwave (Oven): A combination of a microwave and a convection oven. Allows for even, quick cooking that is browned or baked. Beginner Have you eve wished for a magic button
to press and *POOF* – a healthy, balanced meal is ready for you and your family? Well, we have discovered how to make minutes vanish off the time it takes to prepare meals, without sacrificing flavor or nutrition! The GE Advantium Speed-Cook oven is an incredible machine that offers you the functionality of 4 ovens in 1. You get the Speedcook
oven, a true european convection oven, a sensor microwave oven and a warming/proofing oven all in one, convenient unit that delivers perfectly cooked food 4 to 8 times faster than a convectional oven. Halogen bulbs located at the top and bottom of the oven produce radiant heat, which is then circulated around the outside of the food by the true
european convection fan located in the back. This circulating hot air is what evenly cooks the outside of your food. The oven also produces super-charged microwave rays that weave through the center of your food ensuring everything is cooked properly. Because all of these elements are working at the same time, your food is cooking at a significantly
increased rate, resulting in faster completion times without leaving you with a crispy outside but raw center or a completely overcooked dish. The Advantium Oven is made in two model variations, 120 volt and a 240 volt. The difference is approximately double the cooking power and therefore, double the speed. The 120 volt oven is pretty impressive,
cooking food at a rate up to 4 times faster than a convectional oven. Where the 240 volt oven gives you the power to maximize your cooking efficiency and make meals up to 8 times faster. The Advantium technology also comes in several different configurations to fit any kitchen design, including over-the-range ovens, single wall ovens, and a built-in
combination oven. Breaded Seafood Fillets 4 1/2 minutes 10 minutes 30 minutes 25 1/2 minutes Crescent Rolls 5 1/4 minutes 8 1/2 minutes 20 minutes 14 3/4 minutes Chocolate Chip Cookies 7 1/2 minutes 11 minutes 20 minutes 12 1/2 minutes 4 Baked Potatoes 10 minutes 12 minutes 82 minutes 72 minutes 12″ Pepperoni Pizza 10 1/2 minutes 15 1/2
minutes 27 minutes 16 1/2 minutes *Conventional cooking times include preheating. **Time savings based on Advantium 240 wall oven There are 175 pre-programmed menu selections to choose from on all Advantium Ovens and there is room for you to store up to 30 of your own personal recipes. Bagel Bites Cheese Sticks Jalapeno Poppers Mini Egg
Rolls Mini Nachos Onion Rings Other Bite Size Pizze Rolls Biscuits Breadsticks Cheese Loaf Cornbread Sticks Crescent Rolls French Bread Garlic/Cheese Bread Loaf Texas Toast Belgian Waffles Breakfast Burritos Breakfast Pizza Cinnamon Rolls French Toast Pancakes Sausage Lins Sausage Patties Strudels Waffles Bone-In Boneless Breasts Fingers
Fried Chicken Nuggets Patties Tenders Whole Chicken Wings Churros Cookie Dough Pie Crust Turnovers Breaded Fish Fish Sticks Salmon Steaks Shellfish Swordfish Steaks Tuna Steaks Whitefish Fillets Filet Mignon Hamburger Lamb Chops Pork Chops Steak, Ribeye Steaks, Sirloin Steaks, Strip Steaks, T-Bone Deli/Fresh Pizza Shell Rising Crust
Thin Crust Baked Potatoes Frozen French Fries Crinkle Fries Coated Fries Regular Fries Steak Fries Waffle Fries Frozen Tater Tots Burritos Corn Dogs Crescent Roll/Hot Dog Grilled Sandwiches Pocket Sandwiches GE Profile SCA1000HWW02 Advantium® 120 Above-the-Cooktop Oven - Use Manual - Use Guide PDF download or read online.
Documents: - Owner Manual ( English ) - 1.19 MB - pdf- Installation Instructions ( English ) Advantium® 120 Oven Owner's Manual GE Profile SCA1000HWW02 Table Of Contents Advantium Quick StartCooking controlsOven featuresSafetyWhat is Advantium?Speedcooking Cooking tipsCustom speedcook recipesManual speedcookPower levelRepeat
lastResume featureSpeedcook cookwareSpeedcook menu guideSpeedcook-safe cookwareThings that are normalUsing a pre-set speedcook menuMicrowaving BakingCooking tipsCustom microwave recipesDefrost-AutoDefrost-TimeDefrosting tipsMicro ExpressMicrowave power levelsMicrowave-safe cookwarePrecautions to avoid possible exposure to
excessive microwave energySensor cookingThings that are normalTime cookUsing pre-set microwave selectionsWarming and reheatingOther Features Auto night lightAutomatic fanBeeper volumeChild lockoutClockDisplay ON/OFFHelpReminderReviewScroll speedSurface lightTimerVent fanCare and Cleaning Cleaning the insideCleaning the
outsideFiltersOptional kitsReplacing lightsTroubleshooting Problem SolverIMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS PRECAUTIONS TO AVOID POSSIBLE EXPOSURE TO EXCESSIVE MICROWAVE ENERGY(a) Do Not Attempt to operate this oven with the door open since open-door operation can result in harmful exposure to microwave energy. It is
important not to defeat or tamper with the safety interlocks.(b) Do Not Place any object between the oven front face and the door or allow soil or cleaner residue to accumulate on sealing surfaces.(c) Do Not Operate the oven if it is damaged. It is particularly important that the oven door close properly and that there is no damage to the:(1) door
(bent), (2) hinges and latches (broken or loosened), (3) door seals and sealing surfaces.(d) The Oven Should Not be adjusted or repaired by anyone except properly qualified service personnel.IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONSTo reduce the risk of burns, electric shock, fire, injury to persons, or exposure to excessive microwave energy:SAFETY
PRECAUTIONSNewest Added: AZ29E09EABM1 GTS16KBMERWW GTS15BCMBLCC EDW3000G03CC JGSP48BH1BB■ Read all instructions before using this appliance. When using elAlso, These documents are for others GE - General Electric models: SCA1000, SCA1001Tags: GE Profile Advantium 120, GE Profile Advantium 120 User Manual, Ge
Advantium 120 French Manual, Ge Profile How To Set Clock, Ge Monogram Advantum 120, Ge Jvm7195skss Manual, Ge Microwave Jvm7195skss Owner's Manual If you’re serious about cooking quality meals in a time frame that matches your lifestyle, the versatility of a speed oven is the latest evolution in cooking technology designed for the way we
prepare meals in the modern world. Whether you’re creating a gourmet dinner from scratch or heating up a gourmet-inspired frozen entrée from Trader Joe’s, getting the job done well while also getting it done quickly is extremely important. The main advantage of a speed oven is that many of them require very little preheat time, and in some cases
no preheat time at all. While microwaves offer fast cooking, they can often result in meals that are soggy, tough, ice-cold in the middle, and devoid of quality textures like crispy crusts. Not so with speed ovens. A speed oven is a revolutionary appliance that gives you the best of both worlds—the outstanding results of a convection oven with the
cooking speed of a microwave. They’re designed for the way we cook today, capable of managing a flash-frozen, wild-caught salmon that’s cedar-planked and cooked to a crispy crust then seared. Gone are the days of defrosting food the night before, rushing through traffic to preheat the oven, then waiting hours for cooking and eating well after
bedtime. And no more panicking when you find out you’re entertaining with just an hour’s notice and need to prepare something in a flash. Speed ovens combine convection, microwave, and grill cooking for something completely original—and as versatile as you would imagine. They’re smaller, more compact, and much faster than conventional ovens,
and some even incorporate a toaster oven for a complete cooking experience. Want to learn more about these revolutionary speed ovens? We prepared this guide to take you through the pros, cons, and best brands in the speed oven market. Pros and Cons of Speed Ovens So what exactly are the pros and cons of having a speed oven in your home?
Pros Because speed ovens can preheat so quickly, they’re able to essentially replace your conventional oven as your go-to, day-to-day cooking device. They’re also space savers, combining microwave and oven into a single appliance. Speed ovens can also act as a great secondary oven, increasing your total cooking capacity—and they do it while
bringing a stylish look to your kitchen. There are also the obvious pluses, like dramatically reduced cooking times (2-4x faster in 120V models and 4-8x faster in 240V models). Select models even include a toaster feature, like the GE Monogram. Cons If you’re expecting speed oven to have roughly the same cost as a microwave, you’ll likely be
disappointed by their higher price tags. But you should think of it not as a microwave replacement but as an oven, with features that justify the higher cost. Speed ovens are also often smaller in size than conventional ovens, coming in 24-inch or 30-inch frames while the interior dimensions are generally the same in both sizes. Speed Ovens vs Steam
Ovens We often serve customers who are remodeling their kitchens. Most people have the chance to rethink possibilities while getting new kitchen cabinets. Therefore, we are used to hearing this question "shall I get a speed oven or a steam oven?". Our quick answer is that these ovens have two different use cases with some resemblance in
functionality. Speed ovens are designed to give you rapid cooking options without the rubber-like finish of a pure microwave. Steam ovens, on the other hand, are a true culinary tool designed to provide nutrient dense food using the unique benefits steam provides. Both ovens intesect with their ability to incorporate traditional convection cooking to
provide you with extra cooking power. In short, if you want to skip a traditional microwave, you will be happy to have a speed oven that will get you the microwave features along with a full fledged convection oven. A steam oven, scores well with vegetable and fish. You will still get time savings as you can cook 3 to 4 dishes at the same time without
mixing flavors. Our Top 5 Speed Oven Brands Here’s our rundown of some of the best speed oven brands available on the market today and what they have to offer. 1) Best Overall Speed Oven: Miele H6700BM, MasterChef The Miele H6700BM speed oven offers M-touch controls that imitate a smart phone screen. You can also opt for the more
traditional knob or button operated styles. The 24-inch width is highly compact, but Miele has 30-inch trim kits to complement the look and dimensions of an existing 30-inch oven. Miele speed oven boasts MasterChef guided programs with over 100 recipes. The best-in-class cooking quality includes features like a wireless temperature probe. You can
literally press a button and let the Miele speed oven do the rest of the work. Want pizzeria-quality crust on your pizza? Miele can make it happen in a matter of minutes. You can even save your favorite settings as programs in the oven controls. Miele offers by far the most sophisticated speed oven on the market. 2) Best Convection Speed Oven: Bosch
HMCP0252UC Bosch Speed Ovens Combine Convection Cooking with Microwave TechnologyBosch Speed Oven HMCP0252UCWhy settle for a standard microwave when Bosch offers world-class cooking at incredible speeds with the speed oven models? Bosch speed ovens pair the precision and cooking quality of convection cooking with the speed of
your microwave. That means fast-even cooking with five specific cooking presets that include Convection Bake, Broil, Convection, Microwave, and SpeedChef combination cooking. Bosch offers both 120V and 240V models depending on your needs, and also offers European Convection cooking, AutoChef, and Microwave + Toaster modes to meet all of
your cooking requirements. You can install Bosch speed ovens flush with your cabinets. They can also be stacked with Bosch wall ovens, steam ovens, and warming drawers. They’re available in 24, 27, or 30-inch options. 3) Best Over the Range Speed Oven: GE Advantium PSA9120SFSS GE Advantium Speed Oven PSA9120SFSSWant over 175 preprogrammed recipes, a versatile design that can be customized to include a built-in installation, over the range format with ventilation, or double-oven? Plus more features than you can imagine? Then the GE Advantium speed oven is the choice for you. GE speed ovens use what is known as Advantium technology. It works by cooking the outer layer of
food the same way as a conventional oven but uses primarily high-powered halogen lights to produce radiant heat. In addition, microwave energy supplements the cooking process in an Advantium oven when the specific program calls for it. This combination ensures even and thorough cooking while reducing cooking times dramatically. All happens
without losing out on natural moisture of your food. Something that can be a risk with standard microwave cooking. The Advantium technology harnesses the power of convection cooking, light, and microwave to cook your food with incredible even-ness while retaining its original moisture. But that’s not all GE speed ovens have to offer. GE
Advantium models offer Speedcooking, convection baking, broiling, toasting, warming, proofing, and traditional microwaving power. Speedcooking GE oven Speedcook feature is arguably the greatest advantage of their Advantium oven. It ensures that food cooks flawlessly at every power level, combining the halogen lamp, ceramic heater, and
microwave energy for the perfect blend of cooking for the perfect doneness. You can either adjust power levels via the preset menu or adjust them manually. Convection Want to use your Advantium speed oven like a conventional oven? Convection baking lets you do exactly that, using a 1550-watt heating element that lets you set temperatures
anywhere between 250°F and 450°F. A built-in interior fan circulates heated air over your food for even cooking. Microwave Cooking Speed ovens from GE take microwave cooking to the next level, letting you manage standard microwave tasks like reheating and defrosting while adding high-end features like a humidity sensor, that automatically
detects when food is finished cooking and turns off. This ensures that food never ends up dried out or overcooked. Let’s see your standard microwave do that. Broil/Toasting Advantium models from GE feature a 375W ceramic heater on the underside and a 500W halogen lamp and 700W ceramic heater on the top that cook food evenly in Speedcook,
broiling, and toasting modes for the perfect doneness. Warming/Proofing Warming and proofing modes in the GE Advantium speed oven don’t just do what classic proofing ovens do—they do a whole lot more. They feature special modes and algorithms designed to control the interior halogen lamps and make minor adjustments along the way,
ensuring the perfect temperature for warming and proofing food. They’ll even keep cooked meals at the perfect serving temperature so that it’s ready the moment your guests are. 120V vs. 240V GE Advantium Models Both the 12V and 240V Advantium speed ovens from GE offer the same great cooking options, including microwave, Speedcooking,
convection baking, broiling, and warming/proofing features. The key difference comes down to the cooking speed and the interior light heating functionality. In the 240V Advantium model, you’ll find speeds up to 4-8x faster than conventional ovens, including multiple heat functions operating at once. For example, during a Speedcooking cycle, you
could activate both the microwave and the upper/lower lamps all at once. You also don’t need to preheat the oven, except for convection cooking. The 120V model, by contrast, offers cooking speeds 2-4x faster than a conventional oven with heat functions cycling on and off one at a time. There’s also a separate light for lighting the interior, as opposed
to the 240V model which uses all lights for cooking. Finally, users of the 120V model are advised to preheat the oven before cooking. 4) Best Style Speed Oven: Wolf SPO30CMBTH, M-Series Wolf Speed Oven Installed Under the CounterWolf SPO30CMBTH Speed OvenWolf's speed oven design offers many of the features of other brands in this list
including a 24 or 30-inch profile. You can choose to match your existing oven in a stacked formation, go for a standalone built-in look, or even place it under a kitchen countertop or under a cooktop make the best use of your space. The timeless design of Wolf oven elevates the look of any kitchen. All Wolf speed ovens make perfect cooking as simple
as the push of a button. Here is the overview of some cooking modes available: Popcorn - A single touch for the family favorite Beverage - Make hot chocolate, boil water for tea Reheat - Effective mode to reheat leftovers. Automatically adjusts time and power to retain the moisture of your food, revitalizes flavors. Gourmet - Let the oven do the work
on pre-prepared recipes. It is like having your personal chef on the control screen. Convection - Use the size of your speed oven to your advantage. No need to wait for your large oven to preheat. Trust your convection mode to provide even results. Broil - Create a crusty finish or sear your meats with the high power broiler. Auto Defrost - Sensor
technology allows for quick defrosting. Melt/Soften - If your recipe requirest softening the butter, chocolate, or cream cheese use this mode. Keep Warm - Turns your oven in a warming drawer for up to 90 minutes Micro Bake - Convection oven operates with the assistance of low powered microwave for faster results. Micro Roast - Roast chicken or
vegetables combining the power of convection heat with microwave Microwave - Your oven will act like a traditional microwave in this mode. Prepare Delicious Deserts with Wolf Speed Oven5) Best Professional Speed Oven: Thermador MC30WP Thermador Speed Oven MC30WPThermador MC30WP boasts an impressive entry into the speed oven
market. It features a professional, commercial-grade design that boasts high-end knobs and a thick pro-style handle. Not your style? Then opt for Thermador oven, the Masterpiece Series with buttons and a more subdued, less robust handle design. One of the most impressive features of the Thermador speed oven model is its 1.6 cubic feet of interior
space, enough to easily fit a 9" x 13" pan. It may be smaller than your traditional oven, but it's plenty of space for excellent cooking of a wide range of dishes Conclusion Speed ovens truly allow users to access the future of cooking today, combining everything that makes conventional ovens and microwaves so effective— without any of the downsides.
If you're looking for a futuristic cooking experience that lets you cut down on preheat and cooking times without sacrificing the quality of heating, texture, and doneness, then a speed oven might be just what you're looking for in your kitchen. Want to find out more about speed ovens and everything they have to offer? Contact one of our pros at
Designer Appliances today to learn more. FAQs Can I use metal containers in Microwave mode in a Speed Oven? Metal containers are not suitable in microwave mode or any mode that combines the power of the microwave. Can you use aluminum foil in an Advantium oven? GE's Advantium technology uses microwave technology. Aluminum foils
should not be used in an Advantium oven. Can you use a speed oven as a microwave? Yes, a "speed oven" can be used as a pure microwave. As we explained in the article above speed ovens can do far more than a microwave such as bake, broil like a traditional oven or a convection oven. SIDENOTE. This post was last modified on May 7, 2021.
However, we regularly update our content as we test more products and new models are released. We also listen to the feedback of our customers and make changes to our product recommendations based on their experiences. So don't be surprised if you see some old comments below! Since reader comments contribute to the topic, we have decided
not to delete them.
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